book reviews
Atmospheric Phenomena: Readings from Scientific American. 1980.
Edited by Scientific American. 175 pages. $15.95 hardbound.
$8.95 paperbound. W. H. Freeman and Company.
Atmospheric Phenomena is a collection of previously published articles from Scientific American magazine. Part I, Basic Considerations, contains chapters on Water (by Buswell and Rodebush); Ice
(Runnels); Snow Crystals (Knight and Knight); Growth of Snow
Crystals (Mason); Hailstones (Knight and Knight); and Fog (Myers).
Part II contains chapters on Theory of the Rainbow (Nussenzveig);
The Glory (Bryant and Jarmie); Mirages (Fraser and Mach); the
Green Flash (O'Connell); The Mechanism of Lightning (Loeb); Ball
Lightning (Lewis); Thunder (Few); Atmospheric Halos (Lynch);
Noctilucent Clouds (Soberman); Aurora (Akasofu); Airglow
(Young); and Zodiacal Light (Blackwell).
It is a potpourri of topics, but most deal with aspects of meteorological optics. Some of the articles seem out of place. The chapter on
ball lightning in particular does not fit well with the others. Aside
from a few eyewitness descriptions of ball lightning, the article contains only speculations; this is in contrast to measurements and
experiments reported in all other chapters. It would have been an
improvement to replace this chapter with one on optical corona in
clouds. Nevertheless, the book constitutes a convenient gathering of
interesting explanations of atmospheric phenomena that seldom are
treated in meteorology textbooks or classes.
A major flaw of the book is the age of the articles: more than half
are 15-32 years old. Thus, many chapters lack the vitality of recent
research. The chapter on lightning, for instance, was written in 1949.
It lacks modern evidence from aircraft and radar studies of thunderstorms that have added much to evaluations of the many theories of
charge production and separation in clouds. Lightning photography
and spectroscopy also have advanced greatly since the article was
written. The chapters on noctilucent clouds, fog, and other areas
also could benefit from more recent material. A meager attempt at
updating is made in the book's bibliography with the addition of
four references that are more recent than the articles themselves.
Interestingly, some things have not changed. In discussing the
original scientific cloud seeding experiments of the late 1940s Mason
(article written in 1961) states: "Although it has been convincingly
demonstrated that the behavior of individual clouds may be modified by seeding them from aircraft, the outcome of operations aimed
at producing economically significant increases in rain over large
areas is much less conclusive." Today, an additional 20 years later,
the statement is sadly still accurate.
In spite of some dated material, the book offers fascinating introductions to atmospheric phenomena we frequently observe but may
have difficulty explaining. The hallmark of Scientific American s
success always has been its selection of prominent scientists to write
lucid, semitechnical accounts of their areas of research expertise.
The writing is nonmathematical (there is only one equation in the
book) but not nontechnical or popular. The intended audience generally is composed of engineers, scientists, and their students. The
text is complimented with excellent diagrams, illustrations, and photographs; the chapters on mirages and thunder are among the most
effective in this respect.
The degree of complexity of the articles varies. Many contain errors of oversimplification that are difficult to avoid in semitechnical
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treatments of technical topics. (The chapter on halos, for example,
contains an implication that riming is merely an accelerated form of
vapor-deposition ice-crystal growth). Some articles are quite complicated. For example, Nussenzveig devotes considerable space to
explaining supernumerary bows and atomic scattering analogies.
This is done, perhaps, at the expense of simplier explanations of the
primary and secondary rainbows, the geometry of which might be
unclear to readers who encounter the topic for the first time.
Such details detract little from the value of this collection of articles. Knight and Knight close one article by quoting the late Ukichiro Nakaya's phrase that snow crystals are "hieroglyphics from
heaven." In a sense, all phenomena discussed in this book are hieroglyphics that contain tantalizing secrets of the structure and processes of our atmosphere. Atmospheric Phenomena will give many
students and scientists enjoyable lessons in how to decipher the
hieroglyphics, and thereby heighten their awareness of the beauties
of the atmosphere all the more.—Brooks E. Martner
Brooks E. Martner is a Research Meteorologist in the Department of
Atmospheric Science at the University of Wyoming in Laramie.

Instruments for Physical Environmental Measurements. Volume 1.
2nd Edition. By J. Y. Wang and C. M. Felton. 1979. 379 pages.
$17.50. Paperbound, Milieu Information Service, Inc., P.O. Box
6536, San Jose, Calif. 95150.
This book is intended for use as a text in physical environmental instrumentation for upper-division and graduate-level courses. It also
will serve as a reference book for engineers and scientists interested
in geoscience instrumentation. The book is divided into two volumes.
The first volume covers the vertical, horizontal, and moving scales of
the geosphere (atmosphere, hydrosphere, and lithosphere); the signals coming from the geosphere (radiation, temperature, and pressure); instrument systems for measuring the physical environment of
the geosphere; surface-air measurements; and upper-air instruments. This volume emphasizes the need for understanding the environment to be measured and presents a discussion of the atmospheric, hydrospheric, and lithospheric environments. Following this
discussion the remainder of the volume concentrates on the atmosphere and atmospheric instrumentation.
Volume 2 covers the other two components of the geosphere (hydrospheric instrumentation and lithospheric instrumentation) along
with a section on space instrumentation and a section that includes
chapters on the world geophysical stations, data acquisition instrumentation, future prospects, and an epilogue. This review will cover
only Volume 1.
The first chapter, Instrumentation in the Geosphere, introduces
the idea that in order to understand the behavior of the geosphere,
observations and measurements of its physical and chemical properties are required—thus the need for instruments and instrumentation. In this book an instrument is defined as a mechanical, electrical, optical, chemical, or biological device for sensing the signal from
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the environment. The environmental signal can be represented by
either energy or mass, or both, arriving at the sensing element (or
sensor) that causes the sensor to respond in some fashion. Several
examples of energy and mass measurements are given, as is a discussion of some typical instruments and how they measure the incoming
signals.
After an introductory chapter, Volume 1 is divided into two parts:
Fundamental Considerations, and Atmospheric Instrumentation.
The first part has four chapters: Dimensions of the Geosphere; Environmental Signaling Phenomena; Requirements and Specifications of Instruments; and Environmental Information Systems. The
second part has two chapters: Surface Air Measurements and Upper
Air Instruments.
A considerable amount of space (two chapters) is taken by the
authors to describe the geophysical environment (e.g., vertical and
horizontal dimensions, space and time scales) and to define the
nature of that environment in terms of the electromagnetic field, the
thermofield, the hydrofield, and the dynamic field. For the practicing scientist a lot of this information is unnecessary, but for the new
student it presents a fundamental understanding of the earth's environment and the various parameters or signals generated by that environment. A large number of tables are presented in these two
chapters.
In Chapter 4, the authors discuss the design requirements and
specifications for instruments and instrument systems. They cover in
detail the instrument specifications for range and limitation, accuracy and representativeness, and sensitivity and time response. An
example is given of time response, or time constant, for a liquid in
glass thermometer immersed in an ice bath. Another example is
given for the same liquid in glass thermometer immersed in a CO2
cabinet for determining the response time in air. The authors use the
symbol A. instead of the more widely accepted symbol r to represent
time constant. This is not unique to these authors, however, as Middleton and Spilhous, in their book Meteorological Instruments (University of Toronto Press, 1953, p. 63) also use the same nomenclature. The authors' equations (4) and (5), on page 79 and 80, for
determining the time response in air are empirical relationships and
not dimensionally correct. This fact is stated by the authors on p. 80.
However, these two equations do not give a very good understanding of the physical concepts. A more in-depth discussion of convecT
tive heat transfer and the convective heat transfer coefficient as it
applies to temperature sensors (e.g., cylinder) might be useful. As an
example, Gates {Energy Exchanges in the Biosphere, Harper and
Row, 1962, p. 102) has a rather clear discussion of forced convection
and heat transfer as it applies to cylinders (e.g.. pine needles); also.
Doeblin {Measurement Systems, McGraw-Hill Book Company,
1975, p. 572) has a good discussion on the dynamic response of
temperature sensors. In addition, Chapter 4 covers the topics of instrument stability, reliability, ruggedness, portability and simplicity,
and costs of installation and maintenance.
Chapter 5 goes into a discussion of instrument systems both in
situ and remote sensing. Examples of each kind of system are presented, as is a discussion on the basic elements of each system. This
chapter concludes the first part of the book, on Fundamental
Considerations.
The second part of the book, Atmospheric Instrumentation,
finally gets into a discussion of the actual instruments. Chapter 6,
Surface Air Measurements, covers in considerable detail (145 pages)
a large percentage of all surface instruments. The following is a classification of the instruments covered in this chapter: Radiometry;
Photometry; Thermometry; Barometry; Anemometry; Atmometry;
Hygrometry; Nephometry; and Hyetology. Each classification is
broken down further into various types that fit into that class of instrument. As an example, thermometry has two types: mechanical
and electrical. Many sensors fall under these two categories and each
one is discussed in some detail.
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Chapter 7, Upper-Air Instruments, is similar to the previous chapter in the sense that it covers the majority of upper-air meteorological
instruments in use today. Some of the subjects covered in this chapter are: balloon technique; balloon dynamics; pilot balloon observations; the radiosonde system in general; performance of radiosondes; the U.S. model; the U.K. model; the Finnish model; radio
detection finding techniques; meteorological radar; lidar and laser;
wiresonde; diffusion measurement instrumentation; aircraft instruments for weather reconnaissance; aircraft instruments for research
studies; and dropsondes with aircraft as carriers. There is also a section on Reliability and Representativeness of Aerology that includes
a discussion of errors in both wind and radiosonde measurements.
Both Chapters 6 and 7 contain numerous photographs and descriptive figures of instruments and instrument systems as well as tables of
instrument specifications and instrument comparisons.
In conclusion, the authors have performed a commendable feat in
preparing an up-to-date textbook on atmospheric instrumentation.
They have included in-depth discussions of the standard meteorological instruments plus discussions on some of the latest instrument
systems developed for the Global Atmospheric Research Program.
With the rapid changes in integrated circuit electronics and the incorporation of microprocessors in instruments and instrument systems the field of atmospheric instrumentation is changing rapidly. In
general, the few textbooks that have been available do not cover any
of the newer instruments or instrument systems—which makes this
book a welcome addition to the field.—Harold L. Cole
Harold L. Cole is an Engineer-Meteorologist with the Research Systems Facility, Atmospheric Technology Division, National Center for
Atmospheric Research, in Boulder, Colo.

By Judith Farmer, Julie
Harris, and Richard Carson. 1980. 44 pages. $4.95. Paperbound.
Mountain Graphics, P.O. Box 13, Marylhurst, Oreg. 97036.

The Mt. St. Helens Volcanic Weatherbook.

This illustrated pamphlet, which describes the first three major eruptions of Mt. St. Helens in 1980, is not a "weatherbook" or even a
book in the normal sense of the word. The authors have compiled a
set of U.S. Geological Survey photographs and U.S. Weather Service illustrations and supplemented them with a brief outline discussion of the geological history of Mt. St. Helens.
The result has a distinctly meteorological flavor with satellite
images, weather radar data, and barograph traces illustrating the
eruptions. The authors also present circumstantial evidence for
cloud seeding by volcanic ash on 13 June from the 12 June eruption.
However, despite some interesting examples and striking photographs, this Weatherbook is hardly more than another part of the Mt.
St. Helens media event of T-shirts, plastics pouches of ash, and
"natural" volcanic soap. Proper scientific descriptions of the many
aspects of this important geophysical event must await detailed
analysis of the large quantities of data collected by many dedicated
research teams.—Lawrence F. Radke
Lawrence F. Radke is a Research Professor in the Department of Atmospheric Sciences at the University of Washington, Seattle.
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By N. K. Vinnichenko, N. Z. Pinus, S. M. Shmeter, and G. N. Shur. Translated
from the Russian, Second edition, Leningrad, 1976, by Frank L.
Sinclair. 1980. 310 pages. $49.50. Hardbound. Plenum Publishing
Corporation.

T u r b u l e n c e in T h e F r e e A t m o s p h e r e , s e c o n d e d i t i o n .

When I reviewed the first edition of this book almost eight years ago
I pointed out that much of the material presented was rather outdated and that the introduction by Dutton served to bridge the gap
between 1968 and 1973.
This second English edition did not have the benefit of a scientific
editor like Dutton and thus is a straightforward translation from the
Russian second edition. Very little new material has been incorporated, and Dutton's introduction has been omitted. Consequently, it
is difficult to be enthusiastic about this edition, especially in view of
the large amount of atmospheric turbulence data, obtained in field
experiments over the last 10 years, that have not been included in the
book.
The translation is good. The language is more succinct than in the
first edition, but the scientific editing has lapses. On p. 148. we encounter the "Brent-Weiser frequency; on p. 217, Joanne Malkus
(Simpson) is referred to in the masculine gender; on p. 172, Cooke's
data are cited as an example, but the reference has been omitted because the sentence prior to that point has been deleted. In the first
edition this sentence was: "Experiments of this kind were carried out
by Lettau and Davidson (1957), Cooke (1962), Naito (1966), and
others. As an example. . .
The text contains 10 chapters versus 9 in the first edition. Chapters
1-3 in the new text cover the same material as in the old edition with
some revisions. The old Chapter 4 has been distributed over the new
Chapters 4 and 5, and some new material has been added. Also,
some material from the old Chapter 8 has been moved to new Chapter 5. Chapters 6. 7, 8.9. and lOcorrespond to 5.6. 8. 7, and 9. respectively, in the old edition. All these chapters have undergone some revisions, but, by and large, the comments in my review of the first
edition (BULLETIN, 54, p. 1036, 1973) are still valid, and the reader is
referred to that review for a summary of the contents. Some of the
changes that have been made are improvements but more appear to
be steps backward. A major step backward in the new edition is that
references to the literature earlier than 1961 have been deleted arbitrarily. This would not have been so serious if the material quoted
from these references also had been deleted and replaced with more
recent material. Instead, this earlier material has been retained and
its source made difficult to find or completely inaccessible. Let me
give two examples: l ) o n p . 147, as an integral part of the discussion
of atmospheric convection, reference is made to Priestley's work of
1954 and 1955 published in the Austral J. of Phys. and the Quart. J.
Roy. Meteorol. Soc., respectively. The reference given is to Gisina
(1966) Izv. Akad. NaukSSSR, Fis. Atmos. Okeana. It is certainly possible to find in Gisina's paper the original references to Priestley's
papers, but it is hardly convenient for the reader; 2) on p. 197, the
references to Churinova and Laikhtman simply are deleted and not
replaced with a more recent indirect reference. However, the equation (8.1) and table 8.4 have been retained without change from the
first edition. These are not two isolated examples: roughly 30% of
the original references in the first edition has been deleted this way
and not more than 10% has been deleted in the text because of obsolescence. To add insult to injury the new shorter list of references is
not in alphabetical order!
Another (minor) step backwards is the omission of the index in the
new edition. Although the index in the old edition was of little value,
the authors had the opportunity to greatly improve it. They decided
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instead to eliminate it altogether.
The second edition of the book is as incoherent as the first. It still
contains a wealth of information but, as mentioned previously, it is
mostly out of date. One area in particular, dealing with the eddy viscosity, K, needs improvement. In both editions this quantity is
treated as if it were a fundamental physical parameter, which it is
not. It is very difficult to measure; therefore, some serriiempirical
equations are introduced in the hope they give reasonable estimates
of it. In the first edition, four quite different equations for K [Eqs.
(8.1), (8.2), (8.3), and (8.6)] were given, all in Chapter 8. In the second
edition only three of the equations (Eqs. (8.1). (5.3). and (5.4)) are
retained. Eq. (8.6) from the first edition has been eliminated; however, the table with K values based on this equation has been retained
(p. 220). No effort has been made to discuss the relative merit of these
equations. Furthermore, the erroneous equations (1.10) and (1.11)
in the first edition have beenretained as equations (1.13) and (1.14)
in the second edition. The transport of turbulent kinetic energy may
be expressed by D = d/dz (K dE/dz) rather than their Eq.( 1.13), and
no mysterious powers in K or dE/dz will appear.
As is clear from the above comments, I am rather disappointed
with this second edition. The best things that happened to it are that
it is bound in an attractive hardcover rather than a flimsy paperback,
and its price has increased at a rate less than inflation.—Joost A.
Businger
Joost A. Businger is the Research Chair Professor in the Department of
Meteorology at the Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey, Calif, for
the academic year 1980-81, after which he returns to the University of
Washington in Seattle.

new publications
Acid Rain (Environmental Protection Agency, 1980, EPA-600/9-79036, S/N: 055-000-00198-7, 36 pp., $3.25, paperbound, from Superintendent of Documents).

Acid Rain {\J.S. Department of Commerce, 1981, Current Issue Outline 81-1, 13 pp., n.p., paperbound, from Library and Information
Services Division, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, OA/D822, 6009 Executive Blvd., Rockville, Md. 20852).

Airborne Measurement of Aerosol Size Distributions Over Northern
Europe. Volume 1. Spring and Fall 1976, Summer 1977 (TedS. Cress,
1980, AFGL-TR-80-0178, Environmental Research Papers, No.
702, 124 pp., n.p., paperbound, from NTIS).

ASCOTFY-1980 Progress Report {Marvin H. Dickersonand Paul H.
Gudiksen. 1980. UCID-18878. Atmospheric Studies in Complex
Terrain-80-10. 17 pp.. n.p.. paperbound, from Lawrence Livermore
Laboratory, P.O. Box 808. Livermore. Calif. 94550).

Assessing Toxic Effects of Environmental Pollutants (S. D. Lee and J.
Brian Mudd, Eds., 1980, 306 pp., $30.00, hardbound, from Ann Arbor) contains 15 papers from a symposium at the 174th American
Chemical Society Meetings in Chicago, 111. The book describes biophysical and biochemical methods that "may provide sensitive
methods for assessing toxicity as well as discovering the underlying
mechanisms by which toxic chemicals act . . . . Throughout the
book, the emphasis is on the lung, because environmental pollutants
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are frequently inhaled." Some paper titles are: Health Effects of Air
Pollution: Controlled Studies in Humans; Reaction of Ozone with
Human Erythrocytes; From Animals to Man, The Grand Extrapolation of Environmental Toxicology; Mutagenic Activity of Airborne Particulate Organic Pollutants; and Influence of Atmospheric
Particulates on Pulmonary Absorption Phenomenon.

Vol. 62, No. 6, June 1981
tains material from a symposium at the 178th National American
Chemical Society Meeting held in Washington, D.C., in September
1979. The book is intended to introduce to the reader environmental
health chemistry and the role of the chemist in environmental health
research. The book is divided into four main sections: Environmental Health Chemistry Perspectives; Environmental Analysis; Structure-Activity and Toxicity Prediction; and Chemistry Aspects of
Toxicological Testing.

Calculating Toxic Corridors (Kahler, Curry, and Kandler, 1980,
AWS/TR-80/003, 99 pp., n.p., paperbound, from NTIS).

The Coastal Almanac: For 1980: The Year of the Coast {Paul L. Ringold and John Clark, 1980, 172 pp., $ 19.95 hardbound, $9.95 paperbound, from W. H. Freeman and Company)"was prepared asa central reference for people involved with use and conservation of the
coastal resources of the continental United States and the effects of
natural hazards." Main section headings are: The Shorefront; Physical Characteristics; Water Quality; County Profiles; Energy; Estuarine and Wetland Resources; Living Resources; Natural Areas; Recreation; Hurricanes; and Ports.

Comparison of the Marine Index of Refraction Structure Parameter,
C n , Model with Optical Measurements {Andreas K. Goroch, 1980,
NAVENVPREDRSCHFAC TR 90-09, 28 pp., n.p., paperbound,
from NTIS).

Diagnostic Studies on the Balance Requirements of the Atmospheric
Large-Scale Flow {H&nnu Savijarvi, 1980, Report No. 16,19 pp., n.p.,
paperbound, from University of Helsinki, Department of Meteorology, Hallituskatu 11-13, Helsinki 10, Finland).

Earthlike Planets: Surfaces of Mercury, Venus, Earth, Moon, Mars
(Bruce Murray, Michael C. Malin, and Ronald Greeley, 1981, 387
pp., $24.95 hardbound, $14.95 paperbound, from W. H. Freeman
and Company) aims to provide a "synthetic yet comparative approach to the planetology of Earth and the inner Solar System."
While most of the book is concerned with planetary surface environments, at times it does deal with planetary atmospheres.

Educators Guide to Free Science Materials: 21st Annual Edition 1980
(Mary H. Saterstrom, Ed., 1980, 372 pp., $15.50, paperbound, from
Educators Progress Service, Inc., 214 Center St., Randolph, Wis.
53956) is an "up-to-date annotated schedule of selected currently
available free audiovisual and other science curricular enrichment
aids . . . . it gives information on the nature, purposes, and use of
these materials . . . ." The Guide is updated annually, lists films,
filmstrips, slides, tapes, scripts, and transactions, and explains how
to request and evaluate educational materials.

Environmental and Societal Consequences of a Possible COi-Induced
Climate Change: A Research Agenda (American Association for the
Advancement of Science for the U.S. Department of Energy, 1980,
Volume 1, DOE/EV/10019-01, Carbon Dioxide Effects Research
and Assessment Program, 125 pp., $12.50 paperbound, $3.50 microfiche, from NTIS).

Environmental Health Chemistry: The Chemistry of Environmental
Agents as Potential Human Hazards {lames D. McKinney, Ed., 1981,
656 pp., $47.50, hardbound, from Ann Arbor) for the most part con-

Exploration of the Polar Upper Atmosphere (C. S. Deehr and J. A.
Holtet, Eds., 1981, NATO Advanced Study Institutes Series C:
Mathematical and Physical Sciences, Volume 64, 498 pp., $58.00,
hardbound, from D. Reidel) contains the proceedings of a North
Atlantic Treaty Organization Advanced Study Institutes held in Lillehammer, Norway, in May 1981. Published lectures are divided under
eight main sections: The Neutral Polar Atmosphere Above the Tropopause; The Polar Ionosphere; Optical Remote Sensing of the Polar
Atmosphere and Ionosphere; Solar-Magnetosphere-Polar Atmosphere Interactions; Electric Fields and Currents at High Latitudes;
Waves and Particles in the Polar Regions; Historical Exploration of
the Polar Upper Atmosphere; and Applications of Polar Upper Atmosphere Research.

In vestigation of the Effect ofLow Level Maritime Haze on DMSP VHR
andLFImagery{Ronald G. Isaacs, 1980, NAVENVPREDRSCHFAC
CR 80-06, 125 pp., n.p., paperbound, from NTIS).

Modeling the Nocturnal Drainage Flows. Part 1 (K. S. Rao and H. F.
Snodgrass, 1979, Atmospheric Studies in Complex Terrain Report
No. 80/5, 54 pp., n.p., paperbound, from National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, Atmospheric Turbulence and Diffusion
Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tenn. 37830).

NORPAX Quarterly Reports. July 1-September 30, 1980 and October
1-December 31, 1980; Combined (Office of Naval Research and National Science Foundation, 1981, 58 pp., n.p., paperbound, from
University of California, Scripps Institution of Oceanography, La
Jolla, Calif. 92093).

Observed Characteristics of Turbulence in the Atmospheric Boundary
Layer Over Mountainous Terrain (David C. Hahn, 1980, Atmospheric
Science Paper No. 332, 104 pp., n.p., paperbound, from Colorado
State University, Department of Atmospheric Science, Ft. Collins,
Colo, 80523).

Possible Climatic Consequences of a Man-Made Global Warming (H.
Flohn, 1980, RR-80-30, 84 pp., $8.50, paperbound, from International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis, Publications Department, A-2361 Laxenburg, Austria) "examines both natural processes and man-made effects that may play a role in climate change,
to provide the background for the development of a scenario of
future climate change." Sections cover: Natural Internal Climatogenic Processes; Man-Made Climatogenic Processes: The "Combined Greenhouse Effect" of Carbon Dioxide and Atmospheric
Trace Gases; Recent Climatic History and the Perception of a Global Warming; Examination of Past Climates as a Basis for a Global
Warming Scenario; and Is a Coexistence of An Ice-Free Arctic and
a Glaciated Antarctic Possible?
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A Preliminary Evaluation of WMO-UNEP Precipitation Chemistry
Data (C. C. Wallen, 1980, MARC Report Number 22, 19 pp., n.p.,
paperbound, from Monitoring and Assessment Research Centre,
Chelsea College, University of London, The Octagon Building, 459 A
Fulham Rd., London SW10 OQX, England).

Progress in Oceanography, Volume 8 (Martin V. Angel and James
O'Brien, Eds., 1980, 293 pp., $76.00, hardbound, from Pergamon)
contains three long papers, one of which may be of interest to BULLETIN readers: The California Current System—Hypotheses and
Facts.

Science and Engineering Education for the 1980's and Beyond
(National Science Foundation, and the Department of Education,
1980, NSF 80-78, 82 pp., n.p., paperbound, from Superintendent of
Documents).

The Sierra Ecology Project. Volume 5: An Overview of Societal and
Environmental Responses to Weather Modification (Neil H. Berg and
James L. Smith, 1980,97 pp., n.p., paperbound, from NTIS)"identifies and reviews possible societal and environmental responses to
weather modification as expressed in nine recently published documents, including several major environmental statements, research
reports on the ecological effects of cloud seeding, and surveys of public concern about weather modification . . . . The report focuses
on augmentation of precipitation from winter orographic storms,
which has been the major thrust of weather modification activities in
the arid and semiarid American West."

Sulfur Oxides and Suspended Particulate Matter (World Health Organization Task Group on Environmental Health Criteria for Sulfur
Oxides and Suspended Particulate Matter, 1979, Environmental
Health Criteria 8, 107 pp., n.p., paperbound, from World Health
Organization, Distribution and Sales Service, 1211 Geneva 27,
Switzerland).

Annual Summary with Comparative Data published by the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration for 1978 or latest revision
for inactive stations. Each of the 293 city sections gives daily,
monthly, and yearly statistics, along with notes about the area's
"agricultural adaptability."

Publishers' Addresses
Academic Press, Inc., I l l Fifth Ave., N.Y., N.Y. 10003
Ann Arbor Science Publishers, Inc., P.O. Box 1425, Ann
Arbor, Mich. 48106
Electric Power Research Institute, Research Report
Center, P.O. Box 10090, Palo Alto, Calif. 94303
Elsevier Scientific Publishing Co., Jan van Galenstraat
335, P.O. Box 330, 1000 AH, Amsterdam, The
Netherlands; for U . S . and Canadian customers:
Elsevier Publishing Co., 52 Vanderbilt Ave., New
York, N.Y. 10017
W. H. Freeman and Company, 660 Market St., San
Francisco, Calif. 94104
G. K. Hall & Co., 70 Lincoln St., Boston, Mass. 02111
Halsted Press, Div. of John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 605
Third Ave., New York, N.Y. 10016
National Academy of Sciences/National Research
Council, Printing and Publishing Office, 2101 Constitution Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20418
National Technical Information Service, U.S. Dept. of
Commerce, 5285 Port Royal Rd., Springfield, Va.
21151
Pergamon Press, Maxwell House, Fairview Park,
Elmsford, N.Y. 10523; (overseas) Pergamon Press,
Ltd., Headington Hill Hall, Oxford, OX3 0BW, U.K.

Volcanoes (Robert Decker and Barbara Decker, 1981, 244 pp.,
$17.95 hardbound, $8.95 paperbound, from W. H. Freeman and
Company) provides an introduction "to the nature and power of
these dramatic phenomena. International in scope, the book includes examples of the three major volcanic types related to plate
techtonics—rift volcanoes, subjection volcanoes, and hot spot
volcanoes—using volcanism to acquaint readers with broader concepts in modern geology." Chapters on "Volcanoes and Climate"
and "Origin of the Sea and Air" are included.

Plenum Publishing Corp., 227 W. 17th St., New York,
N.Y. 10011
Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N.J. 07632
D. Reidel Publishing Co., 160 Old Derby St., Hingham,
Mass. 02043
Springer-Verlag, 175 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y. 10010
Superintendent of Documents, U . S . Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402

Weather of U.S. Cities. Volume 1: City Reports, Alabama-Missouri.
Volume 2: City Reports, Montana-Wyoming (Gale Research Company, 1981,11 69 pp. total, $68.00 per set, hardbound, from Gale Research Company, Book Tower, Detroit, Mich. 48226) contains reprints of narratives and tables in the Local Climatological Data,

U N I P U B , 345 Park Ave. South, New York, N:Y. 10010
John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 605 Third Ave., New York,
N.Y. 10016
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Control Data: Committed to
Control Data people, systems and services are helping
to bring about more accurate weather forecasting in the '80's.

Violent weather can disrupt communications and power distribution, destroy crops
and endanger lives. Control Data products and services are being used around
the world to help mitigate these effects through improved weather forecasting.

Man's ability to more accurately
predict the weather closely parallels the development of the superscale computer. The numerical
methods needed to forecast the
weather were developed in 1946,
but the first useful computer-aided
forecasts were not processed until
1955. In 1960, the U.S. Navy
began processing state-of-the-art
numerical prediction models,
using a CDC® 1604, Serial 1 - the
first product of Control Data
Corporation.
In twenty years we've become an
acknowledged leader in supplying
large-scale computers to major

weather centers all over the world.
Our recently announced CYBER
170 Series 700 systems continue
this tradition by offering increased
performance at reduced cost. And
our CYBER 200 Series represents
the latest in state-of-the-art computer design, by performing up to
100 million operations per second
through vector stream processing
and large-scale integrated (LSI)
technology.

Control Data's commitment goes far beyond
large-scale processors
We're also known for our weather
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data communications capabilities.
Our widely accepted Message
Switch System uses CDC CYBER
18 computer systems and is
designed specifically for receiving
and transmitting meteorological
data. Properly configured, the
Message Switch System provides
plotting capabilities which can be
used to produce upper air charts
and soundings, surface weather,
grid-to-isoline and other plotted
information.
Through our AGSERV crop
weather forecasting service, we
help meet the critical need for
more accurate crop production
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the Environmental Industry
companies, construction firms,
utilities and agriculture. Capabilities range from climatic studies
on a national or global scale to
detailed short-range forecasts for
specific areas.

Control Data is a single
source for solutions to your
problems
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Today, weather data is processed at speeds of
millions of operations per second. Weather models
and prediction s y s t e m s of the '80 s will require even
faster computer systems. Control Data's C Y B E R
203. the first in a new series of super-computers,
meets these needs with processing speeds that
approach 100 million operations per second.

predictions. The service is available through Control Data's
worldwide data services networks
or as software on our CYBER 170
computer systems. The AGSERV
system uses a sophisticated agricultural data base, statistical
programs and crop modeling
techniques to produce daily largearea crop production potentials.
Through our Environmental
Consulting Services, we provide
the expertise to support our
products and services as well as
a whole range of capabilities from
basic research to the application
of state-of-the-art computer
technology to specific environmental problems.
Global Weather Dynamics, Inc.
(GWDI), a wholly owned subsidiary of Ocean Data Systems, Inc.
(ODSI) of Rockville, Maryland,
was established as part of a
cooperative program between
Control Data and ODSI. Using
Control Data systems, software
and CYBERNET® data processing services, GWDI provides
specialized weather and oceanographic forecasting services for

Control Data is more than a
computer company. We provide
our customers in the environmental industry with a wide range
of support. We provide training in
both the environmental and data
processing fields to keep our customers in the forefront of the latest

technology and practices. Our
staff includes professional engineers, financial consultants, systems analysts and meteorologists.
They're helping our customers
find solutions to their individual
problems.
Systems. Services. Solutions.
Measures of Control Data's
commitment to the environmental
industry.
For more information, contact:
Control Data Corporation
Environmental Industry Marketing
HQW09A
P.O. Box 0
Minneapolis, MN 55440

Addressing society's major unmet needs
as profitable business opportunities
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